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Why is it important to spend time 

to hire the right team member?



Pre-work Interview Process

• What has worked well? • What went wrong and could we 

improve?



Preparation and Pre-Interview Checklist



• Compare description with Application

highlighting key items.

• Reserve a room, or make interview at a

specific time in restaurant.

• Be prepared to share story on company;

include history, mission and positive

highlights.

• Be prepared to shared highlights of job and

potential growth.

• Select specific questions you will ask in the

interview.



• "You never get a second chance to

make a first impression."

• A poor candidate experience would

make 60% of job seekers less likely

to purchase the employer’s product.

https://devskiller.com/50-recruitment-stats-hr-pros-must-know-2017/


Building Your Culture



Culture Worksheet



Cultural Model Definitions
Culture Model Description

Innovator-Entrepreneur Creative

Strategic Thinker

Bored with routine

Excited about ideas

Family-Team Builder Empowerment

Relationship Oriented

Values being part of a team

Open Communication

Competitor- Goal Driven Hard-working

Producer

Customer Focused

Committed to Winning

Guardian- Organizer Procedures

Problem Solving

Likes Routine and 

Repetition

Detailed Orientated

Complying with Rules



Group Activity-Identify your Restaurant Culture

• Break into your Blended Model (Top 2 from Assessment)

– Innovator/Family

– Competitor/Guardian

– Innovator/Competitor

– Family/Guardian

– Family/Competitor

– Guardian/Innovator

• Identify key traits and skills needed on your team to impact the culture



Group Activity

• Identify key traits and skills needed for team culture

Key traits

Active Hard-working

Ambitious Honest

Cheerful Independent

Caring Kind

Considerate Likable

Dependable Pleasant

Encouraging Polite

Energetic Respectful

Friendly Trustworthy

Key skills

Accuracy

Attention to Detail

Conflict 

Management

Communicator

Customer Service

Creative

Leadership

Teamwork





Unconscious Bias
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By Sonicyouth86 - Own work, CC BY-SA 3.0, https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=20772991
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What can you do to avoid bias in hiring?



Interview Questions



What questions have you used in 

interviews?



Asking Questions

• Open Ended

• Avoid Leading Questions

– Do you think you’ll be able to get along with all team members?

– Tell me an example where you worked with a group and describe the experience.

• Tie questions to specifics to the job

• Brief and Clear



Types of Questions to Ask in Interview

• Behavioral Questions
– What was a recent time you had to solve a problem? How did you solve it?

– Why did you want to work at Taco Bell?

– What are you working towards? Educations, New Car, etc.

• Skill Questions
– Specific skill- ask question specific to skill?

• Culture Questions
– Tell me about a recent time when you helped someone?

– What words do people use to describe you?

– What are the positives and negatives to working on a team?

• Oddball Questions
– Whole Food Market-Would you rather fight 1 horse-sized duck, or 100 duck-sized horses?”

– Trader Joe’s: “What would you do if you found a penguin in the freezer?”



Questions to Avoid
• How old are you?

• When did you graduate from _______?

• Are you married?

• Are you gay?

• Do you have/plan on having children?

• Who will take care of your children while you’re at work?

• Is English your first language?

• Are you a U.S. citizen?

• What country are you from?

• Where were you/your parents born?

• What is your religion?

• Where do you go to church?

• What clubs or social organizations do you belong to?

• Do you have any disabilities?

• How is your health?

• How tall are you? How much do you weigh?

• Have you ever been arrested?

• If you’ve been in the military, were you honorably discharged?



Organizing the Interview



Opening Interview



Opening the Interview

• Introduction

• Company Mission

• List key positive qualities of 

Lockwood/McKinnon

• Interview Process

• Key dates 

• Overview of Job Position

• First Interview Question

• Sets the Tone

• Puts Interview at ease

• 2 minutes- Brief and Brilliant

Key Components Purpose



Practice Opening with Partner



Interviewing Best Practices



ASK

LISTENSHARE

MINDSET

Model for Asking Questions



“Listening looks easy, but it’s not 

simple. Every head is a world.”

–Cuban Proverb

Discuss Best Practices for Active Listening
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Active Listening

Maintaining 

eye contact

Observing 

non-verbal 

behavior

Avoiding 

interruptions 

& distractions

Identifying 

emotions

Watching for 

what’s not 

being said

Asking 

questions 

to clarify

Paraphrasing 

& summarizing
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visual

vocal

verbal

Personal Presence

What you say

How you say it

How you look when 
you say it

7%

38%

55%



Consider… 

• Terms

• Language

• Acronyms

• Stories

• Right amount of info

What you say…



Consider your…

• Tone

• Volume

• Inflection

• Pitch

How you say it...



How you look when you say it…

Consider your…

• Facial expressions 

• Gestures 

• Eye contact

• Appearance

• Posture



Group Activity-How do you build rapport with candidate?

• Identify 2-3 ways to build rapport with 

candidate.

• Be ready to share with group.



Putting into Practice



Activity: Practice your Interview

Prepare using Pre-Interview Checklist and 

Scorecard

Pair up with Partner

Each person gets 10 minutes for Interview 

Give Feedback to Partner



Rating on Candidate’s Traits

Brief Notes on Candidate

Rating on how well candidate answered Interview 

questions.

Identify Possible Start Date and Next Steps



Onboarding Process



Impact of Onboarding

• Great employee onboarding can improve employee retention by 82%.

• Organizations with a standardized onboarding process experience 62% greater 

new hire productivity, along with 50% greater new hire retention.

• A negative onboarding experience results in new hires being 2x more likely to 

look for other opportunities.

• 96% of new employees stated that one-on-one time with their direct manager is 

crucial to having a good onboarding experience.

• 87% say buddy programs boost new hire proficiency.

• Building relationships during their 30-60 days can help new hires feel less 

isolated and more confident.

https://www.shrm.org/resourcesandtools/hr-topics/talent-acquisition/pages/onboarding-key-retaining-engaging-talent.aspx
http://www.marketwired.com/press-release/new-hire-onboarding-standardization-and-automation-powers-productivity-gains-nyse-fic-1407779.htm


Share how your onboarding process 

works at your restaurant.



Steve Perrone

Review Key Steps to Onboarding Process



Action Plan for Choosing the Right People

• Identify 1 specific action you need to stop.

• Identify 2 specific action you need to continue.

• Identify 3 specific action you need to start.




